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Exhibitions Attended  
  
NFPA 2009 
8-11 June, McCormick Place, Chicago, USA 
Held at McCormick Place, Chicago, this year’s NFPA exhibition and conference was 
one of the largest and most high profile fire events in North America and provided the 
ideal backdrop for LPCB to meet with major organisations and key specifiers.  

 
LPCB again joined forces with VdS, the German approvals body that has cooperation 
agreements with LPCB. This provided the opportunity for manufacturers and 
specifiers to meet with both organisations and to discuss joint-listings. 

Visitors to the stand also included a number of high profile members from the US 
Department of Defense wishing to find out more about LPCB listed products. Take up 
of Red Books and CDs was especially high giving a clear indication that LPCB 
approval and product listing is becoming more widely recognized in this region. 

The show also included a live side-by-side burn demonstration of two identical 
rooms, one fitted with a sprinkler and one without. This live demonstration drew a 
considerable crowd and clearly showed the effectiveness of residential sprinkler 
systems deployed in this situation.  

To read more about the NFPA event please click here. 

http://www.redbooklive.com/rbn.jsp?id=314


  

Middle East LPCB Drive 
June 2009, Dubai and Abu Dhabi 
Reg Grigg and Tony Dodkin recently toured the Middle East to educate specifiers 
and users in the region of the similarities between EN and UL test standards and to 
promote acceptance of LPCB listed products and approvals to EN 54 standards. The 
tour supported calls from regional Civil Defence and other leading specifiers to 
educate the market. The tour also included a presentation to an invited audience of 
influential consultant groups, organised by BMTS and one of their suppliers Gent by 
Honeywell. BMTS, part of BMTC, have been involved in virtually every construction 
project in the UAE. 

To find out more about this event please click here 

Forthcoming Exhibitions  
Securitex & Fire Malaysia 2009 
15 – 18 July 2009, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Held at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, this biyearly event is one of the 
region's largest international security, safety and fire protection shows. This event 
provides the opportunity to engage with specifiers in the region and to promote Red 
Book listed products and services. 

  

Fire India 2009 
7 – 9 September 2009, Mumbai, India 
Held at the Bombay exhibition centre, Fire India attracts some of the best fire 
equipment manufacturers, suppliers and service providers throughout the region. The 
event also draws in a broad cross-section of specifiers ranging from government 
departments and insurance companies to airport brigades and the navy fire service. 
LPCB will hold a number of meetings with influential decision makers and the event 
provides the opportunity to promote LPCB Red Book listed approved products and 
services to leading specifiers. 



BRE Global / LPCB News 
  
INSITE09 

 
This year saw yet another highly successful INSITE event held at BRE’s Innovation 
Park, Watford. The exhibition showcased a number of new and modified buildings 
including the newly refurbished Willmott Dixon Community Healthcare Campus which 
gives a glimpse of how future healthcare will be delivered; the Renewable House, a 
new timber and hemp Code Level 4 house which demonstrates that sustainability 
and affordability can be compatible; and the PRP’s competition-winning sustainable 
landscape scheme which integrates the 2007 -2008 Park buildings with the new 
developments. 

 
(left – Willmott Dixon Community Healthcare Campus, centre- the Renewable House, 
right – PRP’s winning sustainable landscape) 

The exhibition and conference, which attracted over 3,500 visitors over the four days, 
showcased many innovative new technologies and products across the Park. 
Speaking at the opening ceremony Dr Peter Bonfield, CEO Building Research 
Establishment Limited, said ‘With new partners investing in new demonstration 
projects on the Innovation Park for INSITE09, and a fantastic set of sponsors and 
exhibitors, we are encouraged by the continued commitment of the industry to 
explore new options for a ‘low impact' built environment.' 

  

BREEAM Communities Launched 
The new BREEAM scheme for communities was launched during INSITE09 and 
aims to help planners and developers improve, manage and independently certify the 
sustainability of development proposals through the various stages of the planning 
process.  



The initial scheme has been piloted on projects throughout the nine English regions. 
Foremost amongst these is the Athletes’ Village for London 2012 and MediaCityUK, 
the new headquarters and mixed-use development for the BBC in Manchester. Both 
projects are committed to maximising the sustainability potential of their specific 
development site and ensuring that the final product incorporates world leading 
sustainability. 

 
(Athletes’ Village, Stratford, East London) 

Carol Atkinson, Chief Executive of BRE Global said: “This new scheme is an 
important addition to the BREEAM family – it ensures we can provide certification for 
all the various stages of the life-cycle of buildings. BREEAM Communities is an open 
source framework, which builds on the objectives of the existing Regional 
Sustainability Checklists already used by many developers. It is a powerful tool to 
assess the sustainability of communities and provide third party certification. It 
complements existing BREEAM schemes and the Code for Sustainable Homes, to 
provide a truly holistic approach to the sustainability of buildings and communities.” 

  

Fire safety research comes out of the archives  
Details of the research projects behind many of today’s fire safety standards, 
guidance documents and engineering tools are now available to view on a new online 
resource produced by the BRE Trust and the International Association of Fire Safety 
Science (IAFSS). 

Over 1,000 sets of notes on research results, experimental data and formulae 
compiled at the former Fire Research Station – now BRE Global – are now 
available by clicking here. 

“The Fire Research Notes are an important historical and scientific resource,” said 
Chief Executive of BRE Global, Carol Atkinson. “Much of the research subsequently 
undertaken by the fire safety science and engineering community has its roots in the 
work reported in the Notes, which were produced over the period 1952 to 1978 by the 
organisation that is today BRE Global.” 



  

G&A Fire Protection Ltd. - first LPS 1500 LPCB approved installer 
G&A Fire Protection Ltd. has become the first company to receive LPCB approval 
against the newly released LPS 1500 standard - Requirements for the LPCB 
approval and listing of companies installing construction elements used to provide 
compartmentation in buildings. 

Ivor Seabrook, Contracts Director G&A Fire Protection Ltd., said ‘We are absolutely 
delighted to be the first company to be LPCB approved to LPS 1500.  From the start 
we have worked with LPCB to ensure that our processes and capabilities meet the 
requirements of this new standard. Since becoming approved our clients are already 
commenting that they see this as a real benefit when doing business with us as it 
stands us out from the crowd as clearly having the procedures, processes and skills 
to do the job to a recognised standard of workmanship’ 

LPS 1500 provides the link between LPS 1208 LPCB approved fire resisting 
compartment systems and the competency of the installers. This standard specifically 
covers aspects of installation that are critical in terms of fire protection. G&A Fire 
Protection Ltd. also gained LPCB approval to LPS 1531 - Requirements for the LPCB 
Approval and Listing of Companies installing or applying passive fire protection 
products. LPS 1531 ensures that companies installing or applying passive fire 
protection products can install these such that the systems meet the intended fire 
performance. 

Overall the combination of LPCB approval to LPS 1208, LPS 1500 and LPS 1531 
ensures that the systems, components and the installation of each, work together to 
ensure the intended fire performance is met. 

To download a copy of LPS 1500 and LPS 1531, please click here. 

To search for LPS 1531 approved companies and to view the LPS 1500 listing for 
G&A Fire Protection Ltd., please click here 



Visitors to BRE 
  
Margaret Beckett delivers closing speech at INSITE09 

Margaret Beckett, former Minister for Housing and 
Planning, visited INSITE09 and delivered a 
compelling closing speech. The Minister (pictured) 
was most complimentary and grateful for our activities 
in support of the delivery of a more environmentally, 
socially and economically sustainable built 
environment. Ms Beckett said "Looking out across the 
[BRE] Innovation Park, you can see the latest 
architectural visions being realised, cutting edge 
technology being brought to life in ways that are truly 
exciting". 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Industry News  
  
Guilty plea to hotel fire breach   
A Nottingham hotelier who ignored fire safety regulations has been given a 
suspended sentence. 

Peter Malane, 35, who runs The Earl Howe on Carlton Road, pleaded guilty at 
Nottingham Crown Court to seven breaches of fire safety requirements. 

To read the story in full click here  

Click here to vist the BRE Bookshop to order your copy of Fire Safety in Hotels 

  

Garage blaze wrecks cars 
Two cars and three mobility scooters were destroyed when flames ripped through six 
garages. Hazardous materials from asbestos roofing to cans of petrol and propane 
gas cylinders made conditions difficult for fire-fighters who were able to save a third 
car by pushing it away from the inferno at Clennon Lane. 

To read the story in full please click here  

Click here to read about BRE Global’s recent research into fires in car parks. 

BRE Global is also holding a one day conference on fires in car parks, click here to 
find out more.  



  

High rise fire controlled by sprinkler system in Hawaii 
A Honolulu residential high-rise fire could have been a lot worse had it not been 
controlled by a sprinkler system, according to a fire official.  

The system kept the fire from doing a lot more damage and there was only some 
smouldering and a lot of smoke when fire-fighters arrived. 

Click here to read the story in full. 

To search for LPCB approved fire suppression products please click here. 

  

Two killed in hospital blaze 
Two patients recovering from surgery died from smoke inhalation yesterday when a 
fire ripped through the surgical ward of a Durban hospital.  

Seven firefighters arrived at Umhlanga Hospital six minutes after an emergency call 
was made at 3.27am — but it was too late. 

To read the story in full please click here 

Click here to find out more about BRE Global’s one day course on fire safety 
management for hospitals. 

  

Detention Centre Fire Controlled by Sprinkler System   
A fire which was deliberately started in a deportation centre near London's Gatwick 
airport was successfully controlled by the sprinkler system until it was put out with a 
portable extinguisher. 

To read the story in full please click here. 

To search for LPCB approved fire suppression products click here. 

  

National Security Strategy - 2009 update published 
The 2009 update of the UK's National Security Strategy has been published 
alongside the first UK Cyber Security Strategy. 

The first National Security Strategy re-thought national security for the modern age 
and focused on protecting citizens from the full range of risks that can cause harm. 

To learn more about the National Security Strategy please click here. 

  

Flood risk grows rapidly 
£1bn a year needed just to protect homes most at risk 

The Environment Agency has warned that one in six homes in England is at risk of 
flooding and it needs £20bn by 2035 to protect properties from rising sea levels and 
extreme rainfall. 



Click here to read the story in full. 

  

First UK Cyber Security Strategy Published 
The Prime Minister announced strong new measures to protect the UK and British 
citizens from the growing threats to the UK’s security in cyber space and take 
advantage of the opportunities of Digital Britain.  

To read more about the UK Cyber Strategy, click here to visit the Cabinet Office 
website 

Government Consultations 
  
Guidance on Carbon Capture Readiness and Applications under Section 36 of 
the Electricity Act 1989 
Department of Energy & Climate Change  
The consultation seeks views on the clarity and coverage of draft guidance on 
complying with the Government’s new policy on carbon capture readiness or CCR. 
The guidance is designed for operators seeking consent under section 36 of the 
Electricity Act 1989 to construct and operate generating stations in England and 
Wales. 

Click here to visit the DECC website to find out more 

  

Protecting Crowded Places 
Home Office 
This consultation looks at how local authorities, businesses, the police and 
communities can better protect the areas where we live, work and play from the 
threat of terrorist attack. 

Click here to visit the Home Office website to find out more.  

  

Draft Flood and Water Management Bill 
DEFRA  
The draft Flood and Water Management Bill is designed to improve how we prepare 
for and respond to flood emergencies and better protect water supplies during 
drought. 

Click here to visit the DEFRA website to find out more. 

  

Tidal Dee Flood Risk Management Strategy 
Environment Agency 
With a significant risk of tidal flooding along both sides of the Dee Estuary and far 
upstream as Chester, this consultation looks as how to reduce the risk of flooding 
and to develop a Flood Risk Management Strategy. 

To read more click here to visit the Environment Agency website.  

  



Smart Metering for Electricity and Gas 
Department of Energy & Climate Change 
This consultation aims to seek views on the proposals relating to the roll-out of smart 
meters for domestic households and small and medium non-domestic sites. 

To find out more about this consultation please click here. 

  

Draft Approved Document G - Sanitation, hot water safety and water efficiency 
(2009 Edition) 
Communities & Local Government 
The consultation paper sets out and seeks views on changes to the requirements of 
Part G (Hygiene) of schedule 1 of the Building Regulations in England and Wales 
and Approved Document G publication. 

Click here to visit the CLG website to find out more 

  

Proposed Changes to Part L and Part F of the Building Regulations: A 
Consultation Paper 
Communities & Local Government  
This consultation sets out the proposed changes to Part L (Conservation of Fuel and 
Power) and Part F (Means of Ventilation) of the Building Regulations that are planned 
to come into force in 2010. 

To read more about this consultation please click here. 

  

Guidance on how to measure and report your greenhouse gas emissions 
Department of Energy & Climate Change and DEFRA 
The guidance published under the requirements of the Climate Change Act 2008, 
outlines a simple and clear step-by-step process on how an organisation should 
calculate its own corporate ‘carbon footprint.’ The guidance will be published after the 
consultation by 1 October 2009. 

 
Click here to visit the DECC website to find out more. 

  



New Publications  
  
Developments in fire detection and fire alarm systems 
Fire detection and fire alarm systems protect lives and property 
by detecting and warning of fire. To be effective such warnings 
should be both reliable and timely. Recent developments in 
sensor and electronic technologies have led to great advances 
and innovations that have improved the performance of these 
systems. This Digest reviews the technologies and state-of-the-
art products that have emerged, underlines the importance of 
using approved products and systems to ensure that they operate 
reliably and do not generate false alarms, and takes a brief look 
into their future. 

To order your copy of this new Digest please click here. 

  

Automatic fire sprinkler systems 
A good practice guide 
Automatic sprinkler systems are a well established technology 
and have demonstrated their reliability and effectiveness in 
protecting life and property in industrial and commercial 
buildings over many years. This guide provides good practice 
guidance on designing, installing, commissioning and 
maintaining sprinkler systems so they fulfil their purpose in the 
event of a fire. It covers a range of issues related to automatic 
sprinkler systems including UK standards, design, installation 
and maintenance of existing and novel products. Appendices 
provide valuable statistics about the incidence of real fires and 
the role of sprinklers in controlling them. 

To order your copy of this guide please click here 

  

  

Sprinkler systems explained: A guide to sprinkler installation standards and 
rules 
Sprinkler systems are designed and installed to protect people 
and property.This report is intended as an aid to understanding 
fire sprinkler installations and the LPC Rules to which they are 
designed. It explains the engineering behind the rules and 
regulations and some common misunderstandings about 
sprinkler systems. The exacting standards for designing and 
installing sprinkers are sometimes seen as excessive and 
inflexible, but the history of real fire events upon which the 
standards are based should never be ignored. 

To order your copy of this guide please click here 
 
 



LPCB Certification Mark  
  

A reminder that if you have an LPCB certificated product or 
service, your company can display an appropriate LPCB 
certification mark on promotional materials, including websites 
(the LPCB certification mark can be used to hyperlink directly to 
your product/service on the Red Book Live website). 

Contact your Scheme Manager for details including the terms and 
conditions of use or email: enquiries@breglobal.com 

New Approvals  
We welcome the following companies to the Red Book: 

Listings for new companies  
  

Delta Extinctors S.A. Brussels, Belgium – VEGA 1105, VEGA 2102, PSI-1, PSI-2, 
PSI-1B, PSI-2B – Portable fire extinguishers to BS EN 3-7 

G&A Fire Protection Ltd, Suffolk, UK – LPS 1500 approved installer of fire resisting 
Compartmentation system, LPS 1531 approved installer of passive fire protection 
products 

Mavili Elektronik Ticaret Ve Sanayi A.S., Istanbul, Turkey - MG-9100 – Point 
smoke detectors to EN 54-7: 2000 + A1: 2002 + A2: 2006, MG-9300 – Point heat 
detectors to EN 54-5: 2000 + A1: 2002, MG-9400 – Multi-criteria detectors to EN 54-
5: 2000 + A1: 2002, EN 54-7: 2000 + A1: 2002 + A2: 2006 & CEA 4021: 2003 

Quinn Therm Limited, Co. Cavan, Ireland - QRFR Fully adhered Insulating metal 
deck roof system – Cladding products used for the external envelope of buildings to 
LPS 1181: Part 1: Issue 1.1 

  

Additions to existing listings  
  

Apollo Fire Detectors Ltd., Hampshire, UK – 55000-760 – Line Units to EN 54-17: 
2005 and EN 54-18: 2008 

Eyston Company Ltd, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China – SD-1982, SD-
1782, SD-196H – Domestic alarms – smoke, hear and carbon monoxide to EN 
14604:2005 

Gent by Honeywell, Leicester, UK - Vigilon Compact-24-N,  Vigilon VIG1-24 – 
Control and indicating equipment to EN 54: Parts 2 & 4: 1997 

KAC Alarm Company Ltd., Worcestershire, UK - MCP5A-RP01yz-K013-01IS, 
MCP5A-RP03yz-K013-01IS – Addressable manual call points to EN 54: Part 11: 
2001 

Kingspan Ltd, Flintshire, UK - Kingspan Ecosafe KS2000RW (roof panel), Kingspan 
Ecosafe KS2000TS (roof panel), Kingspan Ecosafe KS600/900/1000LS – Cladding 

mailto:enquiries@breglobal.com


products used for the external envelope of buildings to LPS 1181: Part 1: Issue 1.1 

System Sensor, Illinois, USA - Model EPS45-2V – Pressure Switches to LPS 1226 

Board Meetings  
The next LPC Board meeting will be held on 16 July at BRE Global, Watford 

Training and Events  
  

Please click course titles for further information and online registration or call 01923 
664100:  

Fire Safety Management Course for Hospitals 
14 October 2009 - BRE Global, Watford 
Hospitals are complex buildings in terms of fire safety, and fire safety measures in 
hospitals have traditionally been based on the prescriptive approach set out in the 
NHS Fire code. Following detailed review, the Department of Health has made some 
dramatic changes to legislation and will be introducing three key pieces of guidance 
in line with the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) order this year.  

Click here for details.  

  

Fire Safety Design Course For Hospitals 
15 October 2009 - BRE Global, Watford 
Following detailed review, the Department of Health has made some dramatic 
changes to legislation and will be introducing three key pieces of guidance in line with 
the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order this year. This one day course covers fire 
safety design issues for hospitals. 

Click here for details  

  

Fire spread in car parks; the findings from the CLG/BRE Global research 
programme 
27 October 2009 - BRE Global, Watford 
A one day conference which will present the findings from research into fire spread in 
car parks. 

Fires in car parks are rare and although there have been few deaths or injuries 
recorded to date in the UK, there are concerns regarding new and emerging risks 
from modern cars and alternative fuels. In 2006 Communities and Local Government, 
CLG, Sustainable Buildings Division commissioned BRE Global to carry out a three 
year project entitled ‘Fire Spread in Car Parks’. This conference will present the 

findings from the research and offer industries an opportunity for 
discussion. 

This seminar training event is supported by the Institute of Fire 
Engineers (IFE) and is approved to contribute to 4.5 hours of 
Continuing Professional Development.  

For more information on this event please click here. 



  
We are open to any suggestions or improvements we can make to this newsletter. If 
you would like to make any comments, please email feedback to: 
enquiries@breglobal.com.  

BRE Global  
Garston, Watford WD25 9XX 
Tel +44 (0)1923 664100 
Fax +44 (0)1923 664910 

  

Your Subscription 
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receive it. You can unsubscribe via our website. Details are held in accordance with the Data 
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